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Abstract

This paper presents a novel modification and insights in the topic of predictive

functional control (PFC) [1, 2]. Of particular interest is the consistency between

the predictions deployed by PFC and the desired closed-loop behaviour. This

paper focuses on integrator systems which pose some challenges to a conven-

tional PFC algorithm and compares and contrasts two simple alternative but

very effective modifications (one of which is novel) which enable better consis-

tency of predictions and thus enable easier tuning and more reliable closed-loop

behaviour. These insights are used to give some conclusions and proposals for

how more challenging dynamics might be handled.

Keywords: predictive functional control, OFPFC, LPFC, integrator systems,

prediction design

1. Introduction

Predictive functional control (PFC) is popular in industry [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] due

to its simplicity, efficacy and low cost. Specifically, it is competitive in price

with PID while having potentially improved functionality in that, being model

based, it can cope with higher order dynamics and also deal with constraints in5

a reasonably systematic fashion. It should be emphasised here, that PFC is not

a competitor with more advanced, and far more expensive, predictive control
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algorithms such as Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) [8],Generalized predictive

control (GPC) [9] or dual mode approaches [10] and as such, must not be com-

pared with those.10

The application scope of PFC is also slightly different from other predictive

control algorithms. PFC is more suitable to SISO systems and notably is ideally

equipped to control systems with fast dynamics [1, 11]; DMC and GPC are

generally used on systems with slow dynamics and/or MIMO characteristics

[12]. The underlying reason is that the coding implementation of PFC is both15

very simple and also computationally very efficient and thus can be used even

on devices with limited computing resources.

An unsurprising consequence of PFC being a simpler approach is that it

does not in general have the theoretical guarantees of convergence or perfor-

mance [13, 14] that one can obtain with dual mode approaches [10]. Of specific20

interest here, PFC may deal inconsistently with different types of open-loop dy-

namics [15]. This paper is particularly interested in the tuning of PFC. PFC has

notionally just one tuning parameter which is the desired closed-loop response

time (CLTR). However, it has been shown [15, 16] that, with the exception of

first order systems, this tuning parameter has a weaker than desirable influence25

on the closed-loop behaviour that results.

Consequently, the original developers of PFC [6, 17] proposed a number of

practical modifications to cope with systems which include different types of

dynamics. In general terms, one could argue that these modifications are fit for

purpose because they work, but from an academic point of view they are some-30

what unsatisfying in that the underlying ethos and principles are not explained

or justified and perhaps more critically, a researcher is left with questions as to

whether improved and more systematic alternatives exist. A prime purpose of

this paper is to propose an improved implementation of a concept previously

deployed in PFC for integrator system implementations and explore its effi-35

cacy and rationale. Moreover, this modification will be compared with a recent

alternative structure [18] that has appeared in the literature.

In the longer term, the aim will be to consider how PFC deals with a more
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extensive range of challenging dynamics such as double integrators, right half

plane poles and significant non-minimum phase characteristics. From an aca-40

demic perspective, it would be better to aim for a sound systematic approach

which covers a range of systems rather than different solutions for every prob-

lem as currently seems to be the case; of course the latter may turn out to be

academically and economically justifiable.

The contributions of this paper are threefold:45

❼ The inconsistencies in conventional PFC are analyzed when PFC deals

with integrator systems.

❼ Two modifications of conventional PFC are introduced, one of which has

a novel control structure and one which shapes the input prediction di-

rectly. The input structure and closed-loop poles of the two modified50

PFC algorithms are analyzed from which systematic tuning guidance is

provided.

❼ A systematic constraint handling procedure for the modified PFCs is pre-

sented; this is essential for industrial application.

The paper begins in section 2 with a brief introduction to the basic PFC55

algorithm and then highlights why this is inappropriate in principle for an in-

tegrator system; even if the conventional algorithm still works, to some extent

being built on incorrect foundations is not desirable. Section 3 introduces the

two modifications used to improve behaviour: (i) one of these uses a prestabilisa-

tion concept previously deployed in PFC but in a somewhat ad hoc and poorly60

explained manner. Here a more systematic implementation output feedback

PFC is proposed and clear tuning guidance derived; (ii) the second alternative

has appeared more recently in the literature, called Laguerre PFC [18]. Section

4 will then analyze carefully the assumptions within each approach and how

these may or may not lead to consistent decision making and thus the expec-65

tations of the desired behaviour. Constraints handling methodologies for two

approaches are also presented. Section 5 will give some numerical examples and
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is followed by conclusions and future work in section 6.

2. Conventional PFC and issues with integrator systems

2.1. Conventional PFC70

This section will provide a brief introduction to conventional PFC. The con-

ventional PFC algorithm assumes that the predicted future input is constant,

which is a significant feature of PFC and simplifies the formulation [6].

Assuming that the setpoint is a constant R, for a system output yp,k at time

instant k, the desired reference trajectory i-steps ahead is defined as rk+i where:

rk+i = yp,k + (R− yp,k)(1− e−i
3Ts

CLTR ), i = 1, 2, . . . (1)

Ts is the sampling time and CLTR is the desired closed-loop settling time to

within 5% error (which implies a time constant of CLTR/3). For simplicity of75

the representation hereafter, λ = e−
3Ts

CLTR is used for the rest of this paper, as

the desired closed-loop pole.

In a conventional PFC algorithm the user defines a coincidence horizon ny.

The ny samples ahead output prediction yp,k+ny|k, made at sample k, is forced

to be equal to the reference trajectory (1) and thus:

yp,k+ny|k = rk+ny
= yp,k + (R− yp,k)(1− λny ). (2)

The ny-step ahead prediction for a transfer function model (e.g. [9, 14])

takes the following form for inputs uk:

yp,k+ny|k = Huk−→
+ Puk←−

+Qym,k
←−−

+ dk (3)

where parameters H, P , Q depend on the model parameters, dk is an offset

correction term, ym,k is the output of an internal model and for a model of

order l:
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=
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Thus, substituting prediction (3) into (2) gives:

Huk−→
+ Puk←−

+Qym,k
−−→

+ dk = yp,k + (R− yp,k)(1− λny ) (4)

The constant future input assumption [6, 19] of PFC means uk+i = uk for

i > 0, hence row H can be replaced by H1 where H1 = H · [1, 1, · · · ]T which is

then used to construct the unconstrained control law, thus:

uk =
1

H1

[

(R− yp,k)(1− λny ) + yp,k −Qym,k
−−→

− Puk←−
− dk

]

(5)

Here notation yp,k is used for the actual system output measurement and ym,k is

the internal model output, both at sample k. Generally one uses yp,k = ym,k+dk

to estimate a suitable value for dk.80

Remark 1. It is implicit within PFC that assuming one uses unbiased predic-

tion (details omitted here for brevity), the control law (5) will include integral

action and thus give offset free tracking, including in the presence of some model

uncertainty and disturbances. This paper does not consider a formal sensitivity

analysis and thus how much parameter uncertainty is allowable.85

Remark 2. For a model with first order dynamics such as (1− az−1)ym(z) =

z−1bu(z), it is possible to write down expressions for H1, P, Q by inspection.

P = 0; Q = any ; H1 = b
1− any

1− a
(if |a| < 1) (6)

Without lose of generality, this paper assumes a > 0, b > 0.

2.2. Inconsistencies in PFC design with integrator systems

Given a discrete integrator system (assume positive gain hereafter without

loss of generality):

Gp(z) =
bz−1

1− z−1
, b > 0 (7)

the output yp is the integral of past values of input u. According to [6], PFC

fails to control the integrator system properly because the system is not asymp-

totically stable. This would also be evident from inspection of H1 in (6) where90
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substituting the value a = 1, it is clear that H1 is undefined using the short-

cut formulae. More precisely, the step response of an integrator system gives a

ramp and thus the predicted output is not convergent. Fig.1 illustrates clearly

the inconsistency between the predictions deployed by PFC for an integrator

system and the resulting closed-loop behaviour. b = 0.1 is used in Eq(7), λ95

is 0.7 and ny = 5. At time instant 10, the setpoint is changed from 0 to 5.

The predicted system output, and also the closed-loop output, are clearly quite

different from the desired reference trajectory. This inconsistency is worrying

and not the right foundation for a reliable control law.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
0

2

4

6

Output
Reference
Prediction at k=10
Prediction at k=14

Figure 1: Inconsistency between predictions (red) and the resulting closed-loop behaviour

(black) when controlling an integrator system with conventional PFC.

Remark 3. For an integrator system, although a conventional PFC algorithm100

may still give stable closed-loop behaviour, the closed-loop response is quite dif-

ferent from the open-loop predictions. This inconsistency means the that the

PFC controller may be unreliable and its behaviour may also vary significantly

with different choices of coincidence horizon.

3. Modifications to conventional PFC105

This section concisely describes two modifications to PFC which enable bet-

ter consistency between the predictions and desired closed-loop behaviour. The
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main argument is that, the more consistency there is between the optimised

predictions and the resulting closed-loop behaviour, the more reliable the deci-

sion making and control is likely to be; indeed this is an underlying principle110

behind more advanced predictive control laws [10, 20] where it is an essential

component of the guarantees of stability those algorithms offer. For the sake of

generality this section gives the derivations with a generic first order system and

the focus to integrator systems, which are a special case, comes in the following

sections.115

The original PFC principle, matching predictions to a first order target, is

clearly well posed when the underlying system is a first order system as one

can easily get consistency between the two [15]. However, this is less obviously

the case for other dynamics as was indicated in subsection 2.2 for an integrator

system and also highlighted in [15]. The system format and model used in this120

section are still eqn.7.

3.1. Predictive functional control with an inner output feedback loop

This section is a core contribution of the paper and explains and illustrates

a simple method for improving PFC behaviour with integrator systems; it is de-

noted as output feedback PFC (OFPFC). The specific innovation is to modify125

the implied assumption in conventional PFC that the future input is constant,

which of course causes the integrator output to become a ramp; something we

do not want. The basic principle is not unlike concepts in dual-mode MPC

[10, 14] whereby one first chooses to pre-stabilise or shape the undesirable dy-

namics before applying predictive control. The main argument is that now the130

predictive control law is manipulating convergent dynamics and thus is able to

construct sensible optimised predictions.

For an integrator system, a very simple stabilising feedback loop is shown in

Fig. 2. A new input vk is defined, using the model output ym,k as a feedback

parameter.

uk = vk −Kym,k (8)
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Consequently, the prediction model to be deployed is changed. Define the inner

closed-loop transfer function in Fig. 2 as P (z) = [bz−1/(1 − (1 − bK)z−1)]v(z)

such that ym(z) = P (z)v(z). The core point is summarised in the following135

Lemma.

Lemma 1. Build a PFC control law to control feedback loop from Fig. 2 using vk

as the control variable and ym,k as the prediction output and assuming 0 ≤ 1−

bK < 1. The corresponding closed-loop system will behave like PFC controlling

a stable first order model.140

Proof. This is obvious as P (z) has the same structure as a standard first order

model, that is:

P (z) =
bz−1

1− (1− bK)z−1
(9)

It is clear that 0 ≤ 1− bK < 1 ensures that P (z) is stable.

Theorem 1. Assuming the structure of Fig. 2, if vk is chosen by a PFC control

law to control P (z), then the implied choice of uk = vk −Kym,k will control the

underlying integrator model.

Proof. This is obvious as the output of the integrator system Gm(z) is the same145

as the output of P (z).

Algorithm 1. OFPFC: Construct the feedback structure shown in Fig. 2 where

P (z) is an internal model, Gm represents the integrator model and Gp the actual

system. Here OFPFC is used to select the signal vk to control the model P (z).

This, in turn, is used to compute input uk using uk = vk−Kym,k which is then

implemented on the real system Gp. It is noted that the predictions from P (z)

are corrected for bias by adding the offset term dk = yp,k − ym,k in the standard

way. The control law is

vk =
(R− yp,k)(1− λny ) + yp,k − dk − (1− bK)nyym,k

(1− (1− bK)ny )/K
(10)

and uk is

uk = K ·
(R− yp,k)(1− λny ) + yp,k − ym,k − dk

1− (1− bK)ny
(11)
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K

Figure 2: The overall OFPFC structure for Algorithm 1 including the modified internal model.

Remark 4. The gain K (0 ≤ 1 − bK < 1) in the feedback loop of Fig. 2

is an additional degree of freedom which needs to be selected offline. To our

knowledge, advice on this selection and the repercussions of different choices

does not currently exist in the literature. Some original works about how to150

choose K will be introduced in section 4.

3.2. Using different parameterisations of the future input trajectory

An alternative modification to enable the integrator output to converge is by

shaping the input prediction directly [20]. Laguerre PFC (LPFC) was recently

proposed where instead of using a constant, the future input is parameterised

as:

u(z) =
uss

1− z−1
+

ηk
1− γz−1

(12)

where uss is the estimated steady input and γ, 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a Laguerre pole

which needs to be selected offline. Also, ηk is the degree of freedom to be used in

place of uk. In [20], integrator systems are not tested, so this will be discussed155

next.

Theorem 2. With the input parameterised as in (12), the output predictions

will settle at the desired steady-state.

9



Proof. The input defined in (12) has the property that:

lim
k→∞

uk = lim
z→1

(z − 1)u(z) = uss (13)

which, from the definition of uss, necessarily implies that:

lim
k→∞

yk = R (14)

Note that (12) is equivalent to uk−→
= L1η+uss, where L1 = [1, γ, γ2, · · · , γny−1]T ,160

is the coefficient vector of a first order Laguerre polynomial. For an integrator

model, uss obviously equals to zero (assuming no uncertainty).

Algorithm 2. LPFC: Use the predicted shaped input u(z) = uss/(1 − z−1) +

ηk/(1−γz−1) to form the output predictions used to solve PFC law (2). For an

integrator model:

ηk =
(R− yp,k)(1− λny ) + yp,k − dk − ym,k

b(1− γny )/(1− γ)
(15)

At each sample time, only the first value of uk−→
is implemented, this is denoted

by:

uk = uss + ηk (16)

Remark 5. The Laguerre pole γ is an important tuning parameter in LPFC,

which should be selected appropriately to ensure a proper input prediction. As

will be seen in the next section, this offline selection is analogous to the choice165

of K for OFPFC.

4. Analysis of the two alternative modifications on integrating sys-

tems

The analysis will be split into two parts. Firstly we note that by its nature

the decision making in predictive control is based on the predictions and thus,170

that decision making is likely to be reasonable only when the associated predic-

tions are also reasonable. It makes sense to look at the optimised predictions
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determined by PFC and overlay these with both the desired and actual closed-

loop behaviour. For a good algorithm, all these plots will be similar. Secondly

we do a posteriori analysis of the resulting closed-loop poles. Again, it is of175

interest to ask how near these poles are to the desired pole and also, whether

there is a clear dependence on choices such as the coincidence point ny, the

internal feedback gain K and the Laguerre pole γ?

4.1. Input prediction structure

The most clarity in terms of prediction consistency is given at the point180

where something, such as a set point, changes. At this point, it is possible

to compute the optimised prediction without the non-zero initial conditions

which may obscure the transparency of the core decision making. Also, for an

integrator system, it is possible, a priori, to determine the nominal predicted

input sequence which would give the desired dynamics and steady-state. Note185

that for convenience, as it does not affect poles and nominal behaviour, the term

dk is not included, i.e., dk = 0 and Gp = Gm , G.

Lemma 2. The ideal input signal which would provide the desired output be-

haviour when controlling an integrator system, is an exponential decay with

decay rate the desired pole λ.190

Proof. For a model G(z), y(z) = G(z)u(z) and a target trajectory r(z) = R/(1−

z−1) − R/(1 − λz−1), then the associated nominal input which enables the

predicted output to meet the target trajectory, that is r(z) = y(z), is given by:

y(z) = G(z)u(z) =
R

1− z−1
−

R

1− λz−1
⇒ (17)

u(z) = G−1(z)
R(1− λ)z−1

(1− z−1)(1− λz−1)

The Lemma then follows from substituting G(z) = bz−1

1−z−1 in (17) from which:

u(z) =
R(1− λ)

b(1− λz−1)
(18)
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Corollary 1. The obvious corollary of Lemma 2 is that, for an integrator sys-

tem, the input predictions should comprise the form of (18).

Theorem 3. The prediction structure (12) for LPFC matches the desired struc-

ture of (18) if and only if γ = λ.195

Proof. For an integrator model, the steady input uss = 0. Hence eqn.(12) is

presented as:

u(z) =
ηk

1− γz−1
(19)

Eqn.(19) equals to eqn.(18) if and only if γ = λ and ηk = R(1− λ)/b.

Theorem 4. The prediction structure (11) for the implied u(z) in OFPFC

matches the desired structure of (18) if and only if K = 1−λ
b

.

Proof. Eqn.(11) can be presented as

u(z) =
KR

1− z−1
·
λ(1− (1− bK)z−1)

(1− bK)(1− λz−1)
(20)

Eqn.(20) equals to eqn.(18) if and only if K = 1−λ
b

.

4.2. Closed-loop poles with OFPFC200

Having established that the predictions used by OFPFC can be of the suit-

able form, it would be interesting to compute the actual closed-loop poles and

find out how near these are to the desired closed-loop pole λ, and also the extent

to which this depends upon both ny and λ.

Lemma 3. The closed-loop pole with OFPFC is given as:

z = (1− bK) +
bK[λny − (1− bK)ny ]

1− (1− bK)ny
(21)

Proof. Combining control law (10) with the model y(z) = P (z)v(z) gives:

{z − (1− bK)−
bK[λny − (1− bK)ny ]

1− (1− bK)ny
}y(z)

=
bK

1− (1− bK)ny
(1− λny )r(z)

(22)

from which the result is obvious.205
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Theorem 5. It follows immediately from (21) that the closed-loop poles for

OFPFC depend on both K and ny and moreover, the desired closed-loop pole λ

can only be achieved in general if 1− bK = λ.

Remark 6. A general point [15] is that, as ny increases and irrespective of the

choice of K (but assuming 0 ≤ 1− bK < 0), the closed-loop pole moves towards210

1− bK as the power terms in (21) tend to zero.

Remark 7. It is well known that the choice of coincidence horizon ny = 1 is

good for first order systems and in general allows the desired closed-loop pole

λ to be achieved (and that is seen also in (21)) irrespective of the choice K.

However, in general ny = 1 is not an option and thus we need to investigate215

how the closed-loop pole changes for larger ny.

4.3. Closed-loop poles with Laguerre PFC

The reader is reminded that LPFC uses the integrator model G(z) directly

for prediction but otherwise the derivation of the implied closed-loop poles is

straightforward.220

Theorem 6. The implied closed-loop pole with model G(z) of LPFC given

below is seen to depend on both γ and ny and indeed have a similar structure to

(21):

z = 1− (1− λny )
1− γ

1− γny
(23)

Proof. By substituting (12) to (3), the prediction into system (7) with Laguerre

PFC is given as:

yk+ny|k = yk + bηk
1− γn

y

1− γ
(24)

and the control law of LPFC is:

ηk =
1− γ

b(1− γny )
(1− λny )(R− yk) (25)

The closed-loop transfer function is derived by substituting ηk into yk+1 =

yk + buk = yk + bηk, hence

{z − 1 + (1− λny )
1− γ

1− γny
}y(z) = r(z)(1− λny )

1− γ

1− γny
(26)

13



Remark 8. Similar conclusions apply as for LPFC: (i) if ny = 1, the closed-

loop pole is always λ; (ii) for larger ny, if γ = λ, the closed-loop pole is always

at λ and (iii) if γ 6= λ, the closed-loop pole tends towards γ for high ny.

For both OFPFC and LPFC, the closed-loop pole can be forced to match the225

desired pole λ by setting the tuning parameters K and γ appropriately and thus

the response of the closed-loop system would be equal to the desired reference

trajectory.

4.4. Constraints handling

GPC and DMC are widely applied in industry for their ability to handle230

constraints. For PFC, a simple method is adopted to avoid the need to solve

a quadratic programming (QP) or indeed a more complex nonlinear program-

ming (NLP) problem. As the constraints handling method for LPFC has been

introduced in [18], only the proposed approach for OFPFC is discussed in this

section.235

Theorem 7. Given any suitable K as the feedback gain in OFPFC, all the

input constraints on uk and the output constraints on yk can be converted to

constraints on input vk such as:

vmin ≤ vk ≤ vmax (27)

Proof. Assume umin ≤ u ≤ umax (umin ≤ 0 ≤ umax), and ∆umin ≤ ∆u ≤

∆umax (∆umin ≤ 0 ≤ ∆umax). The constraints on v can be presented via

eqn.(8) as:

umin +Kyk+i ≤vk+i ≤ umax +Kyk+i

∆umin +K∆yk+i ≤∆vk+i ≤ ∆umax +K∆yk+i

, i = 0, 1, 2, ... (28)

14



The output prediction can be derived from yk and vk, which gives the constraints

on v in a compact way:

umin

(1− bK)i
+Kyk ≤vk+i ≤

umax

(1− bK)i
+Kyk

∆umin +K∆yk + vk−1 ≤vk+i ≤ ∆umax +K∆yk + vk−1

, i = 0, 1, 2, ... (29)

Constraints on output such as ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax can similarly be presented

via eqn.(9) as:

K(ymin − (1− bK)iyk)

1− (1− bK)i
≤ vk+i ≤

K(ymax − (1− bK)iyk)

1− (1− bK)i
,

i = 0, 1, 2, ...

(30)

Consequently, vk has an implied upper bound and a lower bound by considering

all the inequalities in eqn.(29) and eqn.(30).

Remark 9. It is recommended to choose K = 1−λ
b

as the feedback gain to guar-

antee the perfect controller performance as discussed before. However, effective

constraint handling only requires that 0 ≤ 1− bK < 1.240

5. Numerical cases and comparisons

A unit integrator system (7) (with b = 1 without loss of generality) is used in

section 5.1 and section 5.2. Of particular interest are the predictions deployed by

the OFPFC, LPFC, PFC algorithms and their consistency with the target and

also the closed-loop poles achieved. For testing these three control strategies,245

the setpoint R is a simple unit step change from 0 to 1 at the first sample

instant. The impact of various choices of coincidence point ny, the internal

feedback gain K and the Laguerre pole γ are presented and contrasted with the

expected results from Section 4.

5.1. The impact of various choices for parameters of K and γ on the closed-loop250

behaviour

In this subsection, we plot in Fig. 3 the dependence of the closed-loop

responses on the different choices of K and γ, but for a fixed λ as the same

15



patterns are observed regardless of λ. For convenience a choice of ny = 5, λ =

0.7 is deployed. Some characteristics can be concluded as follows:255

1. The OFPC and LPFC responses match when γ = 1− bK.

2. Considering the closed-loop pole response dependence on parameter K for

OFPFC, of particular note is that if the pole (1 − bK) is faster than the

target λ, then so is the resulting closed-loop response and conversely, if

slower, likewise.260

3. There is an equivalent pattern with LPFC, but this time the linking is to

the choice of γ.

4. In both cases, the response and the target overlay if and only if λ = 1−bK

and λ = γ.
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Figure 3: The outputs by OFPFC/LPFC and reference trajectories with different Ks / γs.

5.2. The impact of coincidence horizon ny265

Having established that the best choices for K and γ are λ = 1 − bK and

λ = γ, next it is worth considering whether this choice is effected by the choice

of coincidence horizon ny. Fig. 4 shows the closed-loop behaviour for various

choices of ny, when λ = 0.7 = 1 − bK = γ. Only one figure is plotted here

since the outputs of OFPFC and LPFC are just the same, which confirms the270

expectations of Remarks 7, 8 that the closed-loop pole is independent of the

choice of ny, in this case.
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Figure 4: The outputs by OFPFC/LPFC and reference trajectories with ny = 1, 10, 20, 40,

λ = 0.7.

5.3. Comparisons between OFPFC, LPFC and conventional PFC on higher or-

der systems

PFC does not have the additional tuning parameter of OFPFC/LPFC and

consequently the behaviour is not so reliable. In this subsection, a system with

more complex dynamics is used to compare and contrast the two alternative

proposals OFPFC and LPFC with a conventional PFC algorithm. Take an

integrator system in series with a first-order transfer function:

G(z) =
3z−1

1− 1.5z−1 + 0.5z−2
(31)

Fig. 7 overlays the responses from a classic PFC with OFPFC and LPFC with a275

target closed-loop pole of λ = 0.7 and ny = 5. Clearly, with higher order system

dynamics, it is no longer reasonable to track the first order target perfectly,

especially during immediate transients. However, conventional PFC has failed

to deliver even close to the desired dynamic, while attractively OFPFC has a

better performance than LPFC since the control input is adjusted on basis of280

not only the parameter K but also the prediction output ym. This result also

shows the potential of OFPFC to deal with the more complex dynamics.
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Figure 5: An integrator process system with a first-order transfer function controlled by

conventional PFC, LPFC and OFPFC.

5.4. An industrial case study

This section demonstrates how the proposals can be used on a more authentic

industrial example. Level control is a common task in a batch process (see

Fig.6); to ensure the supply is stable, the level in the cylinder needs to be

maintained to a setpoint. However, the radius of cylinder increases with height,

thus the level h (in m) of the cylinder is nonlinearly related to inlet flow Qm3/s:

ḣ =
Q

π(h+ 2)2
(32)

The outlet will open 10 seconds every minute for supplying material to the

reactor, with Qout = 1m3/s. There is no inhalation in the inlet and the inlet285

flow should be greater than zero.

NEED TO ADD SOME DETAILS OF
MODELLING AND how/WHY CHOICES
OF PARAMETERS

Here three different controllers: PID, output feedback PFC and conventional290

PFC are compared. To show a comparable result, the parameters of PID and

conventional PFC have been well tuned as shown in Table 1.

The closed-loop simulations are given in Fig. 7. The sawtooth like behaviour

is an inevitable consequence of the interim opening and shutting of the outlet
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Figure 6: A tank for storing the react material. The level is effected by the inlet flow and

outlet flow.

PID Kp = 0.1, Ki = 0.001/s

OFPFC CLTR= 60, ny = 1

PFC CLTR = , ny =

Table 1: Tuning parameters for industrial case study

valve. Moreover, as the inlet flow can only be positive (Q ≥ 0), hence once295

the level is over the setpoint, there are no means, except opening the outlet,

to reduce the level and thus it is unsurprising if simplistic control strategies

such as these three controllers all give a modest result in terms of performance.

Critically however, it should be noted that the closed-loop responses of OFPFC

and conventional PFC are quite different and the settling time/responses from300

OFPFC are clearly the best.
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Figure 7: Level controlled by PID, OFPFC and conventional PFC.
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6. Conclusions

The efficacy of the proposed OFPFC algorithm and an existing LPFC al-

gorithm are considered for overcoming the challenges introduced by integrator

systems to a conventional PFC approach. Careful analysis of OFPFC and LPFC305

is used to demonstrate that these approaches both include an additional offline

tuning parameter which can be used to ensure good consistency between pre-

dictions and desired behaviour. Indeed, the paper shows the precise dependence

of the implied closed-loop pole on these extra parameters, as well as the more

normal choices of desired pole and coincidence horizon. These insights facilitate310

the proposal for systematic choices which are demonstrated, in the numerical

examples, to be effective and indeed allow the exact closed-loop behaviour to be

achieved for a pure integrator. An industrial case is implemented to illustrate

further the ability to handle constraints and mild nonlinearity by the OFPFC.

Future work will be focused on the robustness and sensitivity analysis of the315

proposed OFPFC especially for more complex systems such as second order,

non-minimum phase systems and open-loop unstable systems. In addition, some

tests on real world processes will be carried out to evaluate the method further.
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